Should Blandy Experimental Farms Build a New Education Center? Yes; or No?

By: Student at ABMS
I personally believe that Blandy farms should **not** build a new education center on their land. This is my theory for many reasons, including the scientific, and historical value of the land.
Reasons Not to Build...
Evidence/Reasons Not to Build

1) Effects on the wildlife and water around Blandy.

2) Effects on possible historically used land.
Evidence and Justifications...
Evidence and Justification #1

If Blandy decides to build, or construct on their available land, the dust and excess sediment can eventually turn into runoff, and flow into Lake Georgette! This causing incredible change in turbidity, and possibly an unhealthy place for the animals and wildlife living there.

I recall not too long ago, we did an investigation on how healthy the water of Lake Georgette really was. Every test we did on the water appeared to be in its healthy range. That is, with the exception of the turbidity! In conclusion to this, if the Blandy board of directors decide to build a new building on their property, Lake Georgette is at a higher risk of worse turbidity in its water.
If Blandy is not careful when possibly choosing a place for an education center, they can easily put it on a site with historic value! This can cause a big loss of the past.

In a study we did earlier in the year, we investigated an old chimney on Dogwood Lane. In this investigation, we answered questions about what we see, think, and wonder about the site. After answering those questions for ourselves, we got to get some of our own questions answered. As it turns out, the chimney is actually dated back to the late 18th century, to the early 19th century! In conclusion to this, there can possibly be much more hidden history around the Blandy site, that has not yet been uncovered! So, if Blandy does end up looking for a site to build onto, they should definitely search before they start to construct! Otherwise, they can end up losing a lot of great artifacts!

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UCa24Wpxj9NTXxSn4TepTECdsOE7t9yIRyw7MHZ-hHk/edit
Personal Value

Personally, I like Blandy Farms just the way it is! People go there to enjoy the outdoors. Not to be cooped up inside all day! The view from the place is absolutely beautiful! Why waste all of that by building an indoor education center? For, it is much more entertaining to be outside while learning rather than inside! We are normally inside all day while in school. Why should we go somewhere else to do the exact same thing? I think that the land at Blandy Farms is already at good use! We can easily put it to better use by sitting on the grass to learn more about all that Blandy possesses!

(Of course, these are just my intimate thoughts....)
Do You Think Blandy Farms Should Build an Education Center?